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ABSTRACT 
Let x be a point in [w’. In the present paper, we give an explicit description of the set 
{Ax : A E SL(2, Z)}, the orbit of x, under the natural action of SL(2, Z) on iw’. Our approach al- 
lows us to analyze the distribution of an orbit in the real plane. As an application we evaluate, for 
r, t > 0, the asymptotic behaviour of the set 
where x0 = ((& - 1)/2,1) and l/All = maxIa,-1, for A = (ae). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We set r = SL(2, Z), the special linear group of 2 x 2-matrices with integer 
entries and determinant equals 1, and r+ = SL(2,Z+), the monoid of elements 
with positive entries. In order to state our claims, some definitions and notation 
are in order. Throughout the present paper, a basis B = {el, ez} on [w2 is fixed 
and every point x E R2 is identified with the ordered pair (xi, x2), or, when 
convenient (z:), its coordinates in the basis B. For A E r, Ax means the point 
whose coordinates in the basis B are given by 
* Partially supported by grants from CNPq-Brazil, 301456/80, and FINEP/CNPq/MCT 
41.96.0923.00 (PRONEX). 
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A Xl 
( > x2 . 
We say that x E R2 is commensurable, if xl, x2 are linearly dependent over Q. 
Otherwise, x is incommensurable. 
Here we study, via a basis, the orbits on R2 under the natural action of r. In 
[N2] and [N3], we gave an elementary proof of the following result: 
Let p be a Bore1 measure on R”, locally finite at a point, invariant under the 
linear action of r, such that, for every t E R, z E Z”, 
p{tz} = 0. 
Then p is a constant multiple of the Lebesgue measure. 
This theorem was established by Dani[Dl], under the hypothesis that the 
measure is locally finite on RY - (0). 
The claim (and our proof) appears to show that the orbit of an in- 
commensurable point should be uniformly distributed on R”. In the present 
paper, we study the 2-dimensional case. We will show in Section 2 that it suffices 
to regard the action restricted to Rf. In Section 2, Theorem 2.1 establishes that 
an orbit of the so called additive Euclidean algorithm coincides with the linear 
action of r graphed on l.R& thus giving a full description of any orbit of r. In 
Section 3, we make use of a theorem due to Mertens (Theorem 3.1) and prove an 
extension of it, Theorem 3.10. In Section 4, we use Theorem 2.1 to give a com- 
plete description of the set 
{A E r : Ax E [O,r] x [O,s], IlAll 5 t), 
where t, r, s > 0. An application of our approach is given in Section 5, Theorem 
5.1. For simplicity, the claim is proved only for a specific point. The result is the 
same for any point, but to spare lengthy computations, a singular point was 
chosen. 
Let x E R2 and U c R2 be an open set whose boundary has null Lebesgue 
measure. In [Le], Ledrappier studies the asymptotic behaviour of the quantity 
/{A e r : Ax E U, IIAII 5 t>l, 
for t > 0, using a theorem due to Dani[D2] about the uniform distribution of 
certain horocycle flows. Our aim is to describe the linear action of SL(2, Z) on 
the plane using simple results in Number Theory. Moreover, we give an esti- 
mate of the error term for the above quantity, a result that is out of the scope of 
the approach given in [Le]. We would like to point out that there is a huge lit- 
erature regarding the question of counting matrices in numerous contexts, see 
for example Sarnak[S] and Linnik[Li]. 
2. THE ADDITIVE EUCLIDEAN ALGORITHM 
Let G be the so called unimodular group, the set of all invertible 2 x 2 matrices 
with integer entries, then, if A E G, det A = fl. The Mobius transformation 
associated to 
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is defined, for all real numbers a, if a21 = 0, otherwise, for all a # -u22/alt, by 
alla + a12 
a!- 
a2la+a22’ 
see Hurwitz and Kritikos [HK], p.168, for an overview. We consider the two 
elementary matrices of r 
EI=(:, ;): E2=(; ;). 
The aim of this Section is to describe for the linear action of G on lw2 certain 
properties satisfied by Mtibius transformations. Our main result concerns the 
linear action of r. Related to the factorization of a no identity matrix in r+ into 
a product of elementary matrices, there is the map that corresponds to the ad- 
ditive version of the Euclidean Algorithm, 
(0,x1), if x2 = 0 
P:x=(xQ2)ER+ 
i 
E,‘x, if x1 2 x2 
E2-lx, otherwise. 
Regarding the definition of F, we notice that 
E;‘E2= (; ;‘), E;‘Ez(f) = (;). 
This means that, for every x E rW:, there exists A E r such that F(x) = Ax. The 
ergodic and metric properties of F are studied in Nogueira[Nl], as well the re- 
lation to the horocycle flow. An arithmetic application of F is in order. Let 
p, q 2 1 be two integers, the Euclidean Algorithm shows that there exists k 2 1 
such that 
where d stands for the greatest common divisor of p and q. We write 
d = gcd(p, 4). 
As we will see next, the Euclidean Algorithm can be naturally defined in any 
of the 4 quadrants of the plane lw2. This gives an extension of F, called F, de- 
fined in the entire R2. In order to do it; we define the map sign 
S:QERH +l, if o > 0 - 1, otherwise. 
Let (xi,%) E lw2. We set (y1,y2) = F((xll, 1x21). We define the map 
3 : (x1,x2) E R2 - (S(Xl)Yl, S(X2)Yz) E lw2. 
This justifies the claim that to regard the linear action of r, it suffices to study 
the linear action graphed on rWt. 
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Next we state our main result that establishes the relation between F and the 
linear action of lY Its proof will appear at the end of this Section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let x E rW: and A E r be such that Ax E [wt. Then, there exist 
K, A4 2 0, such that 
FK(x) = F”(Ax). 
For completeness, we recall definitions and notation regarding continued 
fraction expansions and unimodular transformations. We refer to [HK] and 
Hardy and Wright [HW]. Let a E Iw, if cx E Q, then there exists y1 > 0 such that 
a= [ao;al,...,a,] =ao+ 
1 
1 ’ 
al + 
‘.+ . l 
a,-1 +- 
an 
where the right hand side is the finite continued fraction expansion of o. 
Otherwise a is irrational and 
1 
a= [ao;al,...] =ao+ ~ 1 ’ 
al + - 
where the right hand side is the infinite continued fraction expansion of a. In 
both cases, ao, al, . . . E Z are called the partial quotients of o and, ak > 0, for 
k 2 1. For cx irrational, we set Q (‘1 = Q and, for k > 1, &) the number whose 
continued fraction expansion is 
ack) = [ak;ak+l,. . .]. 
Thus ock) > 1, for k > 1, and we have 
do) = [ao; al, . . . ,ak-l,ak] =aO+ 
1 
1 . 
al + 
‘.+ . 1 
ak-1 + - 
ak 
The COmergents of Q are defined to be the fractions pk/qk, for k 2 0, given by 
(: ;I:) = (? :>; (g:: :)= (; gI:)(ak;l ;), 
We remark that 
Regarding the linear action of the unimodular group, we have 
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and, in general, 
(*) (; ;:I:>(y) =&...,Jk+lq~~~). 
The next result is due to Lagrange (see [HK], Proposition 3, p. 220, or [HW], 
Theorem 175). 
Theorem 2.2. Let Q, /3 be two irrational numbers. There exists 
E G such that /3 = alla! + 42 
a21Q!+a22’ 
if, and only if, their continued fraction expansions have the same tail; 
a= [~O;~l,~2,.~~,~k,~O,~l,~~.l, 
P= [bo;bl,b2,...,bm,co,cl,...l. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can deduce the following result (see [HK], 
Corollary, p. 224, or [HW], Proof of Theorem 175, p. 143). 
Corollary 2.3. Under the same assumptions and notation as in Theorem 2.2, if 
a2la: + a22 > 0, then 
where m and k are given in Theorem 2.2 and PA/q; is the m’th convergent of p 
while pk/qk is the lath convergent of 01. Moreover, if the claim holds for ko and 
mg, then it holds for all k >_ ko and m 2 mo such that k - m = ko - mo. 
Now, we consider the linear action of r. Let (Y = [a~; at,. .] > I be an irra- 
tional number. We set a(‘) = 01 and we have 
We conclude that, if n is even, 
E-an-1 . .E-alE-aO 
2 2 1 
= (*U)& . . ,(4-l 
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so (*) implies 
EE”OEal ...&&I = h-1 Pn-2 
1 2 G-1 qn-2 
Similarly, if n is odd, we have that 
El-a”-lE2-a+2 . . . E2-alEl-ao = (Q(1)Q(2) . . &))-’ 
and (*) implies 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let x E rW: be commensurable. We write x = r(p, q), 
where p, q E Z+ and Y > 0. Therefore, there exist ml, dr E Z+ such that 
FM’ (x) = ~(0, dl). 
Let 
and assume Ax E R:. We have that 
is commensurable. Therefore, there exist rn2,& E Z+ such that 
F’n2(A~) = ~(0, d2). 
By the definition of F, there exists 
such that 
(2: a:1>(:) = (3 
We conclude that b22dl = 4, implying that dl divides d2. Analogously, 
B-f:) = (l)j 
and we deduce that dz divides dl. Since dl, d2 2 1, we must have Q = d2. This 
proves the claim for commensurable points. 
Now we assume x is incommensurable. We write x = Y(cx(‘), l), where r > 0 
and a(O) = [a~; at, . . .] > 0 is irrational. Let 
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be such that Ax E !FEt. Since c&*) is irrational, LQ c&O) + ~~7.2 > 0, so by Corollu~y 
2.3, there exist k, m 2 0, where k is chosen to be odd, such that 
(z;; y) = (“y:: $1;) (; 2;; )-I 
In the above identity, pn/q, and p,!,/qi are, respectively, the convergents of a@) 
and 
P= a11a(o) +a12 = [b&1171,. .] > 0. 
azla@) + a22 
As we have already seen, 
Pa0 (x) = E,a0 
Since k is odd, 
Moreover, 
therefore, we must have 
and, as we have seen before, m is also odd. Similarly, we have 
We conclude that 
= ,@o+...+bm ((2 $+;)““+...+“.‘“‘) 
= p+...+yx). 
This proves our claim with K = a0 + . . . + ak and A4 = bo + . . + b,. q 
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3. COUNTING 
In r, we define the norm []A(] = maxi,~]a~l, where aij are the entries of the 
matrix A. The corresponding norm is also defined on Iw2, for x = (x1, x2), 
II4 = ~~x{lxll, 1x21>. 
We recall an essential property of r+ that we shall use in the proof of Lemma 
3.3 below: every non identity matrix A E r+ decomposes uniquely as a product 
of elementary matrices. This property does not hold for SL(n, Z), n > 2, as can 
be easily checked for the matrix 
1 1 1 
( 1 
1 2 0 . 
1 0 3 
For n = 2, it is the additive version of the Euclidean algorithm, the map F, 
which gives the factorization of all nonidentity matrices of r+ into a product of 
elementary matrices. 
For r, ~1, rz > 0, we set S(Y) = [0, r12, S(ri, ~2) = [0, ri] x [0, r2], 
T(r) = {(Xl, x2) E S(r) : x1 + x2 I r>, 
T(r1,~2) = {(x1,x2) E S(r1,r2) : xl/r1 + x2/r2 I 1) 
and we define 
n(r) = I{b d E Zf n S(r) : gcd(p, 4) = 111, 
the number of ordered pairs of relatively prime integers in S(r), where the pairs 
(1,O) and (0,l) are included. A result due to Mertens (see [HW], Theorem 332) 
evaluates the asymptotic size of the quantity n(r). We shall state a version of this 
theorem for rectangles whose proof can be found in Tenenbaum [T, p. 421. The 
claim states that ordered pairs of relatively prime integers are, asymptotically, 
uniformly distributed in rWt. 
Theorem 3.1. Let r, s > 1, u = max{r, s} and v = min{r, s}, then 
l{(p,q) EZfnS(r,s): gcd(p,q) = l}j =$rs+O(ulogv) 
and 
I{(p,q) E Zt n T(r,x) : gcd(p,q) = l}/ =ffrs+ O(ulogv). 
Regarding the above theorem, although the claim in [T] is not stated for trian- 
gles the same proof applies to this case. 
We enumerate the points of the set {(p, q) E Zf n S(r) : gcd(p, q) = l}, or- 
dering them anglewise from right to left 
zo = (l,O), . ..,zi = (q,bJ ).‘.) Zk = (O,l), 
where k = k(r) = n(r) - 1. This is the so called Farey sequence (see [HW, p. 231). 
It is known that, for 1 < i 5 k, 
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Therefore the map A H A(i) defines a bijection between the monoid of non 
negative matrices r+ and the set of ordered pairs of relatively prime natural 
numbers. We define the tree of S(Y) beginning at x = (x1, x2) E rWz to be the set 
{A(:;) E S(Y) : A E r+}. Considering the tree beginning at (1, l), it gives, by 
Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. For Y > 0, 
!{A E r+ :A(;) N}i = n(r) - 2 = $2 + O(rlogr). 
Next we want to evaluate the number of points in a tree beginning at any point 
of Ri. Doing this requires some technical preparation. Let C be the collection 
of all finite subsets S c rW: such that 
(Cl) there exists x = (xi, x2) E S, x1, x2 > 0, and S c {Ax : A E r,}, 
(C2) for y E S, Eiy E S if and only if E2y E S, 
(C3) for A E r+, A f I, there exist unique Ai E {El, &}, 1 < i 5 k, such that 
A=Ak...Ai,ifAx~S,thenA~...Aix~S,foreveryl <ilk. 
We call x the root of S. For S E C, we set S’ = {y E S : Eiy 6 S}. The next 
result is central in counting the number of vertices of a tree. 
Lemma 3.3. Let S E C, then ISI = 2/S’I - 1. 
Proof. The proof uses induction on IS/. First, we notice that if 15’ = 1, 
then S’ = S = {x}. We conclude that the claim is true since ISI = 1 = 
2 x 1 - 1 = 2lS’I - 1. 
Let S E C, /SJ > 1 and x be its root. We assume that the claim holds for 
all R E C, with IRI < ISI. Items (Cl), (C2) and (X3), and the fact that /SI > 1 
imply that Eix, E2x E S. 
Defining, for i = 1,2, Si = {A&x E S : A E r+}, we notice that Si E C, by 
(X3), and its root is the point Eix. By definition, ISi1 < jSI, for each i = 1,2. 
Therefore, the claim holds for Si and SZ, 
ISjl = 2lS:/ - 1, 
for i = 1; 2. On the other hand, S = {x} U Si U Sz is a disjoint union and 
S’ = S{ U Si. Therefore 
/SI = 1 + ISl/ + IS,] = 1 + 21s;/ - 1+2/s;/ - 1 = a&s;1 + Is;l) - 1 
= 219 - 1. 
The claim is proved. q 
Next we give two applications of this result. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let Y > 0 and x = (x1, x2) E S(r), where x1, x2 > 0, then 
S = {Ax E S(r) : A E r+} E C. 
Moreover, S’ = {Ax E S(r) - T(r) : A E r+}. 
Proof. First, S is a finite subset of rWt and the set S satisfies the condition (Cl), 
by definition. If, for some i = 1,2, Eix g S(r), then x1 + x2 5 r. Therefore, 
E1.x = (xi + x2, x2), Ezx = (xi, xi + x2) E S(r), and S fulfills the condition 
m. 
Next, we make use of the fact that every nonidentity matrix A E r+ decom- 
poses uniquely as a product of elementary matrices. Let A E r+ and Ax 6 S(r). 
There exist unique E 1 E {El, E2}, for 1 5 i 5 k, such that A = E@) . . E(l). 
Moreover for every :!, i < k EC) i -, ... E(‘)x E S(r), since Ax E S(r). This as- 
sures that’s satisfies the condition (X3). Our first assertion is proved. 
Now we claim that 
S’ = {Ax E S(r) - T(r) : A E F+}. 
Let y E S(r) - T(r), then yi + y2 > r. Therefore 
Ely = (yl +YZ,YZ), Gy = (yl,yl -I- ~2) 6 S(r). 
On the other hand, if u E T(r), then ~1 + 24 5 r, and Elu, E2u E S(r). 
This proves the Lemma. q 
Lemma 3.5. Let ri > 0 and x(j) = (xci) (‘) (4 (4 1 ,x2 ) E S(Yi), where x1 ,x2 > 0, for all 
1 < i 5 k, then 
S = {Ax0 E S(q) : Ax(‘) E S(ri), A E T+,W} E C. 
Moreover, 
St= {Ax (I) E S : ( Ax(‘), . . , Ax@) +! T(q) x . . . x T(rk), A E r+ 
and 
IS/ = 21( Ax(‘) E S : Ax(“) E T(rj), A E r+, b’ i >I 
+ 1 
A E I’+ : Ax(“) E T(rI),V i 
>I 
+ 1. 
Proof. A suitable change of variables reduces the claim to the case where 
I-1 = . . . = rk = r. It is clear that S is a finite subset and that x is the root of S. We 
have S c {Ax : A E r,}, so S satisfies (Cl). 
Let A E r+, then 
EIAx(‘), . . , ElAx@) E S(r)k 
if and only if 
E2Ax(‘), . . . , EzAx@) E S(r)k. 
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Therefore EiAx(‘) E S if and only if E&C(‘) E S. 
Let A=A,...A~E~+, where A~,...,A,E{E~,&} and AXES. This 
means that (Ax(‘), . . . ,Ax(~)) E So, so, for 1 <j 5 m, 
( 
Aj...A1x’l’,...,Aj’..AIx’k’ ES(V)~. 
> 
This implies that Aj. . . Aix(*) E S, for 1 <j 5 m. Therefore S fulfills the con- 
dition (Es). We have proved that S E C. 
Finally, we establish that 
S’ = Ax(‘) E S : 
{ ( 
Ax(l) ,“‘i AX(~) > 
$ T(& A E l-+ 
> 
. 
If (Ax(‘), . . . , AX(~)) E TV, then 
( 
El Ax(‘), . , El Ax@) 
> ( 
and &Ax(‘) 1 . , E2Axck) > 
are in So 
which implies that S’ c So - TV. 
On the other hand, if Ax(“) +! T(Y), f or some i, then El Axci) 6 S(r). This means 
that Ax(‘) $4 S’. By Lemma 3.3, 
Isl=i{ Ax(‘) E T(r) : (Ax(‘), . . . , AX(~)) f TV, A E r+}i + IS’1 
= 21S'I - 1. 
We conclude that 
ISI = 2i{Ax(li E T(Y) : (Ax(‘),. . ,Ax-!“)) $ TV, A E &}I + 1, 
proving the claim. q 
We are ready to evaluate the cardinality of a tree rooted at a point x. 
Lemma 3.6. For r > Oandx = (x1,xz) E S(r), x1,x2 > 0, 
I{Ax E S(r) : A E r+}l = I{A E T+ : Ax E S(Y)}] 
= 21(/l E r+ : Ax E T(r)}1 + 1. 
Proof. Let x = (xl, 4, xi, x2 > 0, and A, B E r+. We claim that, if Ax = Bx, 
then A = B. First we assume that x is incommensurable. We notice that 
Ax = Bx if and only if B-‘Ax = x, therefore it suffices to prove that, if 
A= (z;: ;;:) ET 
and Ax = x, then A = I. We have the relations 
allxl f a12x2 = xi if and only if a12x2 = (1 - aii)xi, 
~21x1 + a22x2 = x2 if and only if ~21x1 = (1 - 022)x2. 
If a12 # 0, then (2) = (%) contradicting the fact that x is incommensurable. 
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Therefore at2 = 0, and we must have all = 1, since x2 # 0. Similarly, a21 = 0 
and a22 = 1. This proves the claim, for x incommensurable and A E r. 
Now let x be commensurable. Let A, B E r+ and Ax = Bx. This implies 
that A = B. Otherwise, we could write x = r(p, q), where p, 4 > 0 are relatively 
prime integers. As we have already seen, there is an unique matrix C E r+ 
such that (p/q) = C(l/l). Th is implies that AC(l/l) = BC(l/l). As seen 
above, AC = BC, and we conclude that A = B. 
We have proved that 
j{Ax E S(r) : A E r+}j = I{A E r+ : Ax E S(r)}j. 
Putting together all we have proved, we conclude that 
I{Ax E S(r) : A E I’+}1 = 2({Ax E S(r) - T(r) : A E r+}l - 1. 
On the other hand, 
/{Ax E S(r) : A E r+}l 
= I{Ax E T(r) : A E I’+}1 + I{Ax E S(r) - T(r) : A E I’+}l, 
we conclude that 
I{Ax E S(r) - T(r) : A E r+}l = [{AX E T(r) : A E r+}l + 1, 
proving the Lemma. 0 
Next we establish the claim that relates the sets {A E r+ : Ax E S(r)} and 
{ A E r+ : ‘A(;) E T(;,k)}, 
where fA means the transpose of A. 
Lemma 3.7. Let Y > 0 and x = (x1, x2), where x1, x2 > 0, then 
{A E r+ : Ax E T(r)} = A E r+ : q :) E T&)}- 
Proof. Let 
We assume Ax E T(r), so that 
0 I (alixi + a12x2) + (a2lxl + a22x2) 5 r. 
Rewriting the inequality, we obtain 
0 5 (ali + a21)xi + (a12 + a22)x2 I r, 
or equivalently, 
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The matrix ‘A is also in r+. We have that 
where p, q 2 1 are relatively prime. The claim is proved. 0 
Now using Theorem 3.1, we have an asymptotic estimate of the cardinality of 
the set appearing in the last lemma. 
Corollary 3.8. Let r, s > 0, u = max{r; s} and v = min{r, s}, then 
The next Lemma relates the set introduced in Lemma 3.5 to a set whose car- 
dinality we can evaluate by Corollary 3.8. 
Lemma 3.9. Let r > 0 and xci) = (xy),xf)) E S(r), where xr), xy’ > 0, for all 
1 5 i 5 k, then 
i{ 
A E lY+ : 
( 
Ax(‘), . , AX@) 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.7, we obtain that, for each 1 I i 5 k, 
{A E r+ : Ax(‘) E T(r)} = { A E r 
This proves the Lemma. q 
The last result of this section can be view as an extension of Theorem 3.1 and 
concerns the cardinality of the sets 
{A E r+ : AX E S(r)} and A E r+ : Ax(‘), . . , AX(~) E S(Y)}. 
The next two theorems follow directly from Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.9 and 
Corollary 3.8. 
Theorem 3.10. Let r, XI, x2 > 0, x = (XI, x2) and u = min{xt , xl}, then 
I{A E I’+ : Ax E S(r)}\ =A r2 ----+f -log- . 
7r2 x1x2 
(; ;) 
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The last result of this section gives the cardinality of the set introduced in 
Lemma 3.5. 
Theorem 3.11. Let di) = (xii), IX!‘) E S(r), where Y > 0, xi” 2 xf) > 0, xf’ 2 
xt’ > 0, for all 1 < i 5 k, then 
A E r+ : Ax(‘), . . . ) AxCk) E S(r)} 1 
=$2N(x(‘! ,...) xCk),r i-o 
) ( 
r r xp + xp log (1) x1 -i-x?) ) ’ 
where N(x(‘), . . . , x@), r) is the area of 
In the case k = 2, 
jjT ,#),x(2),y 
( > 
= xu)xf) 
1 
:xI’!xI” pg$)* 
4. ORBIT DISTRIBUTION 
In order to study the distribution of the orbits under the natural action of r on 
R2, let (1 be a finite union of disjoint rectangles. We will count the number of 
matrices A such that Ax belongs to A and l]All < t. We are concerned with 
asymptotic behavior, as t + +oo. Our approach is to describe the orbit of a 
point in terms of iterates of positive matrices. 
Let x E K?f be commensurable. There exist m E Z+ and d > 0 such that 
P(x) = (0,d). If xi and x2 are integers, we again let d be their greatest com- 
mon divisor. By Theorem 2.1, we deduce that, if x is commensurable, A E r and 
Ax E rW$ then there exists B E r such that 
Ax=,(;) =dB(;). 
The following therefore holds. 
Lemma 4.1. Let x be commensurable, then the orbit of x is, for some r 2 0, 
rx = { (rp, rq) E Z2 : gcd(p, q) = 1). 
Let x E S(rl, r2) be incommensurable. There are infinitely many matrices A E r 
such that Ax E S(rl , rz) and we will now estimate the number of such matrices 
whose norm is bounded by t. More precisely, we consider the asymptotic be- 
havior of the cardinality of the set 
{A E r : Ax E S(rl,rz), /lAll 5 t }. 
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We write x = s(ar , 1) or ~(1, or), s = 
irrational. For convenience, we set QO = 1 and, for each y1 2 1, 
Qn = [O;%~n+l,. . .] = [o; ai”‘]. 
We recall that the shift a, c) (Y, + 1, for y1 2 1, corresponds to the Gauss map 
o!E(O,l)H $ ) 
0 
where {z} stands for the fractional part of z. We will make use of the continued 
fraction expansion of ai to describe the orbit of x by F, TX n Rt. 
Let pn/qn be the convergents of ai. For convenience, we consider x = s(q) l), 
thus 
F(x) = s(cq, 1 - oi) = EF’X 
and iterating gives 
Fal (x) = s(cq, 1 - alai) = so, (1 j a2) = Ezpa’x. 
Let k = al + . . . + a,. If y1 > 0 is even, then 
Fk(x) =scq...~,(~n+l,l) = 
> 
x. 
On the other hand, let k = a0 + al + . . . + a, + i, where n 2 0 is even, and then 
for1 Ii<a,+i,wehave 
Fk(x) = scq . . . ~,(atz+l, 1 - ia,+1) = MkX, 
where 
&fk = 4n -Pa 
-(iqn+qn-1) ip,+p,-1 
Ifnisodd,thenk=ai+...+a,+i,andforlIiIa,+l,wehave 
Fk(x) =SQl”‘an(l -h,+l;&+l) =i&x, 
where 
l,!fk = iq, + h-1 -(@n +pn-1) 
-4n Pn 
For completeness we set MO = I. Let y E Sx f’ LQ:. By Theorem 2.1, there exist 
m, k 2 0 such that P(y) = Fk(x). Therefore, there exists A E r+ such that 
y = AMkx. On the other hand, if A E lY+ and k > 0, then &!fkx belongs to the 
orbit of x by F. We conclude that the orbit of x by F is 
rxnR~= [ {AA4k~:A~r+). 
k=O 
For counting purposes, this description is incovenient since the elements are 
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not distinct. We therefore find a description where each element of the orbit 
appears just once. 
Letkz l.Wewritek=at+...+a,+i,wherel Ii<a,+r.Ifniseven,we 
have 
Mk = ,;iEl-a”E2-a”-‘. . .El-a2E2-al = (E;‘E,@ . .E,a”-‘EP”E;)-‘, 
and if n is odd, we have 
Mk = E;iE2-a*E;an-l . . .Elpa2qal = (,F$Ep .E~-~E?E{)-~. 
For every incommensurable z E rWl, F-l{z} = {Elz, E2z}. If n is even, 
EIFk(x) =Fk-l( ) d x an we set yk = E2Fk(x). We obtain 
yk = EzFk(x) = sal . . ’ ~~(1 - (i - I)&+,, 1 - icu,+l) = EzMkx. 
We write BO = I and, for k 2 2, 
& = &iidk = -((i- lh+qn-1) (i- l)p,+p,-1 -(iq, + e-1) ipn +PA > 
When n is odd, then EzFk(x) = Fk-‘( x , and we set yk = EIFk(x). We obtain ) 
yk = EIFk(x) = scq . . .an(l - ian+l, 1 - (i - l)a,+r) = ErMkx, 
and we write 
& = Elk& = & +q,-1 -(%I +pn-1) 
(i- l)q,+q,-1 > -((i - 1)~~ +pn-l) . 
Replacing the starting point x by the point ~(1, o) does not affect our compu- 
tation. The next result gives a description of the orbit of x into distinct ele- 
ments. 
Lemma 4.2. Let x E rW: be incommensurable. Then the orbit of x by F is 
TX n Rf = E {l&+,x} u u {A&x}. 
k=O AET+ 
Proof. Let A E r and Ax E rWf. According to Theorem 2.1, there exist 
k,m E Z+ such that F”(Ax) = Fk(x). As proved above 
I;m(Ax) = Mkx 
and there exists C E r+ such that Ax = CMkx. Therefore A = CMk, proving 
the claim. q 
The above Lemma gives a useful description of the set 
{A E r : Ax E S(rl,rz), llA/l I t }. 
Lemma 4.3. Let r1, r2, t > 0 and x E S(rl, r2) be incommensurable. Let 
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N(t) = max{j 2 0 : IlMjji 5 t}. Then 
{A E r : Ax E qu, 72), II4 < t > 
N(t) N(t) 
= IJ {Mj} Ulio {ABj : A E r+,AYj E S(YI;Q), IlABjll 5 t>, 
j=l 
This description in terms of non negative matrices allows us to compute the 
cardinality of the set {A E r : Ax E S(Q) rz), llA\l < t }. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2, 
\{A E r : Ax E S(rl, Q), IIAII L t >I 
j=O 
Regarding Lemma 4.4, it is worthwhile to point out the following. If x1 < x2 
and pn/qn is the convergent of x1 /x2, then pn 5 qn. Recalling the definition of 
Bk, for n even, we have, for every A E r+, 
IIA&ll = 
II . 
A (’ r,t,)T:“r- l 11, 
n 
and, otherwise n is odd, 
where /Ix]/ = max{ IxrI,lx~I}. If x2 < x1, pn and qn are exchanged. 
Letnbeeven,wewritebl=((i-l)q,+q,~l)randbz=(iq,+q,-1)5.Let 
~1, r2 = Y and k > 0, Theorem 3.11 gives the cardinality of the set 
{A E r+ : AYE E S(Y), IIAB~~I 5 t > = A E r+ : AYj, A( ii) E So). 
5. AN APPLICATION 
To illustrate our results, we consider a specific incommensurable point. Let 
0 = q = [O; 1, 1, . . .] be the inverse of the golden number, so that 
0-l = 1 + 0, 
and let xo = (f3,l). The Fibonacci sequence is given byf-t = 0, fo = 1, and, for 
n > l,fn =fn-t +fn-2. It is well known (see [HW, p. 1481) that, for every n 2 0, 
f = 0-n + (-l)Vn+2 
n I+@ . 
We set p-1 = 1, q-1 = 0 and, for n 2 0, p,, =fn-l and qn = fn, the fractions of 
2 =jy are the convergents 0. In this case, the matrices defined in Section 4 are, 
for k eben, 
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and 
Bo=I, Bk=&i&= 
For k odd, we have 
and 
Let A E r+ and M = A&, then fk = l[Bkll 5 llMl/, and, if also A #I, then 
h +fk-2 I IWII. 
We only consider sets contained in the positive quadrant [w:. Let n c R2 be a 
subset entirely contained in one of the 4 quadrants. We define 
24’ = {(IXII, Ixzl> : (x1,x2) E A}. 
Letx=(xl,x2)Eilandt>O.Wesetx’=(lxll,Ix2I).UsingtheextensionofF, 
the map F shows that there is a natural bijection between the sets 
{A E r : Ax E n } and {A E r : Ax’ E A’}. 
For simplicity, we consider the orbit restricted to a square. 
Theorem 5.1. Let x0 = (0,l) or (1,19) and r > 0. Then, for t > 0, 
[{A E r : Ax0 E S(r), l/AI/ 5 t }I = -$4rt + O(dlog t). 
Proof. To avoid lenghty computations, we shall only prove the claim for r = 1 
and x0 = (19,l). In this case as = 0 and a, = 1, for every n > 1. Let n be even, 
yn = E~A~,x~ = ev2(e, 1) = eye, i + e) = eye, e-l) = en-l(e2, i), 
and if, n is odd then yn = tP ’ (1, e2). Let t > 0 and N = N(t) be such that 
fN 5 t < fn+ 1. According to Lemma 4.4, it suffices to evaluate the following 
quantity 
I? Ir(n>l = N+n$o IV E r+ : 4, E S(l), llA&ll I t Il. n=O 
The first term on the right hand side can be neglected since it is of order log t 
that equals O(&log t). For n even, we have 
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Recalling the remark in the end of Section 4, we obtain, for A E r+, that 
jlA&jl 5 t if and only if 
in other words 
I”( 1,$t;;2)i( L (1+82)O”t. 
We write 
r(n)={Atl.+:A(y) E qe-n+‘), A(L2) E S(t)}. 
Let z = (~1, ~2) E [w2 and Y > 0. We have that 
and AZ E S(Y) if and only if 
ET+ and (;I i)(z) ES(~). 
We deduce that 
irt rl AE~+:A E s(e-i* + l 
If n is odd, we have 
We conclude that, for all n, even or odd, 
lr( n )I = i{ AE~+:A E S(P+‘), A(fi2) E S(t)}l. 
Using Lemma 3.1, we deduce that 
PC n )I = I{ A E r+ : ‘A ; 
0 
~S(~-fl+l,~-fl-l , ‘A ; 
) 0 
E S(tlfn-2, flfn) 
>I 
. 
We have 
if and only if OF’-’ < t/fn. By Theorem 3.10, we obtain 
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We call m the largest n such that P- ’ 5 t/f*. For convenience, we can replace 
fn by (Q-n-1)/6> as the error is < 1 in absolute value. According to the defi- 
nition of N 
2m+2_<N<2(m+1)+2. 
Summing the first m terms yields 
-&)I = q; O-2n + O(n&n) > 
= $ *-2m - l + O(dhg t). 
n=l n=l 
If we take n = m + 1, we obtain tT” < t/ fm _ i and t/ fm + 1 < Pm - 2, while for 
n = m + 2, we get 
p-1 < 4 
fm 
and 2 < o-m-3. 
f 
On the other hand, if n 2 m + 3, then t/fn-2 5 P+ l implying that 
s .,‘,:f c see- (- > *+lF-l 1 
and we have, again by Theorem 3.10, that 
= -$5t202n + O((n - m)di9”!2). 
Summing up, we obtain 
5 [r(n)] = $J [~SPSi. + O((n - m)dW2)) 
n=m+3 rz=m I3 
= f pp 1 5 + O(dhg t). 
It remains to evaluate jr(n)/ f orn=m+landn=m+2.Inthefirstcase 
According to Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.11, we have 
jr(~+l)j=2~{AtT+:A(Q:) ET(Q-m), A(y) -(&)}I-1. 
In order to evaluate this, we consider the intersection set 
T(B-“, IS-~-~ 
)nT(z5kJ~ 
For convenience, we rewrite the sides of the two triangles taking into account 
their sizes, we set 
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b = P,H = 8P-2, B = tO’“&,h zz tPi-22/5, 
where b 5 B and h < H. The area of the intersection T(b, H) n T(B, h) is 
; BHb; bh (2BH - Bh - bH). 
We have 
BH tPv’?Pp2 = 8-4 
bh= fPmtem+2dT ’ 
BE?-bh 
bh 
= v4 - 1 = (e-2 - l)(P + 1) = !PJs, 
2BH - Bh - bH = 2tPv%-““-= - t~mxf5tQm+2&- F”P-= 
2&& - 5&2m+2 _ pm-2, 
If we replace yy1 by m + 1, we obtain 
jr(m + 2)j = $ (2t- t%2’n+6& - S) $ O(&log t). 
We deduce that 
n=l T-l=1 n=m+3 
= $8-2m-1 +$ 
( 
p2m 
2t- t2Pmf4JJ--- 
6 1 
+6 - 2 
7l2 
2t- t2@*z+6fi- fj-2m 
Js 
> 6 
+ ;Tz 5t282rn+5 + O(&log t) 
= $4t+ O(&log t), 
here we use the fact that 0 + 8-l = ~6. This proves the Theorem. 0 
Remark 5.2. According to Theorem 2 in [Le], 
which is in contradiction to Theorem 5.1. 
Remark 5.3. A longer computation shows that, if r, xl, x2 > 0 and x = (x1, x2), 
then, for t > 0, 
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I{A E r : Ax E S(r), llAll 5 t }I = &f$+ O(v%og t). 
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